What is the momentum spectrum of a particle moving in an infinite deep square well? Einstein, Pauli and Yukawa had adopted different point of view than that in usual text books. The theoretical and experimental implication of this problem is discussed.
Introduction
Looking at the title, our reader may wonder if there is some confusion with the well known Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox? Our answer turns out to be 'no' first but 'yes' afterwards.
The problem begins from an elementary example in almost every textbook on quantum mechanics (QM). Consider a particle with mass m confined in an infinite deep square well in one dimensional space. The potential reads V (x) = 0, −a < x < a ∞, |x| ≥ a
The energy eigenvalue is well known:
while the stationary wave function of ground state (n = 1) reads
If one wishes to discuss the momentum representation of this state, the usual calculation runs as follows:
Then the probability of momentum distribution for ground state is
as shown by Landau and Lifshitz [1] .
However, there is another point of view in the literature as stressed by Tao in a short paper [2] . Einstein [3] , Pauli [4] and Yukawa [5] (EPY) claimed independently that, in the ground state (3), there are only two sharp values of momentum (p ′ ) each with probability 1/2:
Evidently, eq. (6) is quite different from its continuous counterpart, eq. (5). The question arises: which one , (5) or (6) , is correct?
In 1972, Markley claimed that (5) is correct while (6) is incorrect [6] . In Ref. [2] , Tao claimed that these two results are both correct and incorrect and the contradiction between them actually reflects the logical inconsistency within the framework of traditional quantum theory. We will show that, (i) Both calculations of (5) and (6) are correct, but they are discussing different things.
(ii) The contradiction or paradox between them is important, but not showing the inconsistency of QM. Rather, it does exhibit the subtlety of a quantum state and the correct interpretation of QM.
(iii) The above EPY paradox bears some resemblance to the famous EPR paradox and may have some relevance to the parton model and spin crisis in high energy physics.
Two Kinds of Momentum
The diagram of eq. (5) reminds us of the diffraction pattern by single slit in optics with I(x) versus x as the substitute of P 1 (p) versus p. In an ideal experiment, if the particle confined in the potential well (1) can be liberated along the z direction into a broad screen along x direction, we would see the number distribution probability of particle (I(x) vs x) just like eq. (5). This means that the p in eqs. (4) and (5) is the momentum defined in infinite x space, the relation between ψ 1 (x) and φ 1 (p) is a Fourier transform. Being the eigenvalue of operatorp
p has a continuous spectrum.
On the other hand, eq. (6) is a result coming from the direct observation of eq. (3) as
Hence,p ′ has a discrete spectrum with periodical boundary condition in 4a interval,
and the relation between ψ 1 (x) and φ
The difference betweenp andp ′ is shown at eqs. (7) and (8) by the definition range of x.
It can be displayed even more clearly if they are expressed in other representation, say,p ′ can be expressed by an infinite matrix with matrix element (9) whereasp cannot. Furthermore, there is a momentum conservation law for p and correspondingly an uncertainty relation reads ∆x∆p ≥h 2 (10) whereas the momentum conservation law related to p ′ is a discrete one with possible momentum exchange with the lattice (Umkrapp process in crystal) and there is no uncertainty relation like eq. (10) . Only at large quantum number (n ≫ 1) case, φ
As mentioned above, the spectrum of p along x direction could be measured if the particle is deconfined via the z direction. On the other hand, one can imagine the measurement of p ′ spectrum 'locally' if the observer and apparatus are also confined in the deep potential well.
So in our point of view, both calculations of (5) and (6) are correct because they are talking about two different kinds of momentum.
3 What is the real momentum of particle?
Let us insist on querying that 'which one, p or p ′ , is the real momentum of particle before the measurement is performed' ? Then we are facing a dilemma. Logically, eqs. (5) and (6) can not all be correct since they are different.
It seems to us that the only way out of the dilemma is not taking the question seriously.
Because if taking seriously, neither p nor p ′ is really existing before the measurement is made.
In Dirac notation, a quantum state, e.g., the ground state under consideration, is denoted by an abstract state vector |ψ 1 >. In Heisenberg picture, there is no description either x or t in |ψ 1 >. Only after some representation is chosen, can it get some description. For instance, if we choose the eigenvector of the position |x, t > as the base vector and take the contraction (projection) of |ψ 1 > with |x, t >, we obtain the wave function in configuration space:
as shown in eq. (3) with a factor exp(−iE 1 t/h) omitted.
Alternatively, we can choose the eigenvector of momentum p, |p, t >, as the base vector to get the wave function in momentum (p) representation:
or in p ′ representation:
The three kinds of wave function, (11) - (13) by no means the momentum of particle before the measurement. Similarly, the variable x is also not the position of 'point particle' before the measurement. It is just because they are the outcome of 'fictituous measurement', so the probability amplitudes, i.e., the wave functions, contain the i = √ −1 which is unobservable.
In short, a quantum state in abstract sense contains no information. Certain information is gained only after certain measurement is made. However, the power of QM lies in the fact that we can predict what will happen before certain measurement is performed if the knowledge about the environment of particle, e.g. eq. (1), is known.
The Possible relevance with EPR Paradox and Their Experimental Implications
In 1935, based on the belief of 'physical reality', Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) raised their famous paradox. Since then, especially after the study on Bell inequality, the various EPR experiments have been achieving an important conclusion that the prediction of QM is correct whereas the existence of 'local hidden variable' is incompatible with experimental results (see refs. [7] , [8] ). The subtle entanglement in two-particle system, to our understanding, implies that before the quantum coherence of entangled state is destroyed by measurement, no information about one individual particle can be isolated from the other.
Actually, such kind of information does not really exist before the measurement is made.
Now the EPY paradox discussed in this paper, according to our understanding, has the similar implication as EPR paradox but for one particle state.
The discussion on EPR or EPY paradox is by no means a pure academic one. We are facing more and more quantum subtlety after the establishment of QM in 70 years ago. The fact that the canonical momentump is not an observable becomes more evident when the particle with charge q is coupled to the gauge field, say, the vector potential of electromagnetic field, A. Thenˆ p should be replaced by the kinematic momentumˆ π,
In a gauge transformation,ˆ p is not invariant whereasˆ π is. The latter is the quantum coun-terpart of classical mechanical momentum m v. However, the explanation ofˆ π is obscured by the noncommutativity relation
( B is the magnetic field). An important case with degeneracy is electron (q = −e < 0) moving in a plane with a constant B along z direction. There are three kinds of wavefunctions describing the motion of electron.
For fixed nth Landau level, the state degeneracy G is reflected in y p .
L x and L y are the width of plane.
Symmetric gauge,
while E n = (n + 1/2)hω as before, the quantum number L = 0, 1, 2, · · · shows that for fixed n the wavefunctions are peaked at concentric circles, with equal area between successive circles. Each ring between circles supports one φ 0 , giving G as before.
3. For n = 0 case, the L degeneracy can be transformed into wavefunctions described by ψ
with vortices center z i located at regular lattice ( [9] ). Each vortics carries a unit of φ 0 , giving G as before.
At first sight, the microscopic pictures of electron motion in three kinds of wavefunction are quite different. But acturally, none of them is more fundamental than others. One can only say that the eq. (16) is most suitable for discussing the quantum Hall effect when electric voltage V is applied along the y direction and the current I x along x axis is really measured. A simple substitution y p = c eB
For another example, a proton near its ground state is comprising of three (valence) quarks (uud). But when it is under high energy collision, its behavior can be better analyzed by parton model, i.e., by assuming that it is composed of numerous sea quarks (uū, dd, ss, etc.) and gluons besides the three valence quarks. Perhaps one would say that if we can find a unified theory even more basic than QCD, then all present models could be derived. We don't think so. A proton is infinite in essence, it has various aspects in various experiments. Not only dynamics, but also its ingredients are depending on the character of experiment, i.e., on what we are looking for.
In recent years, there is a puzzle in high energy physics, called as 'spin crisis'. It seems that only a part of proton spin can be ascribed to that of valence quarks. What is the other part of proton spin coming from? Then the analysis becomes quite confused as how to define the angular momentum of quarks and gluons [10] . We are far from the experts in this field. However, the similarity between the confinement of quark (gluon) in proton and that of the particle in an infinite deep square well as in this paper also deserves consideration. When we are talking about the momentum of a quark inside a proton, is it bearing some resemblance to p in eq. (5) or p ′ in eq. (6)? Alternatively, either p or p ′ may be suitable from the beginning, but the difference in various outcome of analysis may be stemming from different approximation which is inevitable in analysis. Anyway, we had better become aware of the possibility that sometimes we may talk about something too seriously.
What Is the 'Physical Reality' ?
We are now in a position to try to answer the question raised by EPR: 'What is the physical reality?' It seems to us that a more rigorous philosophical definition is needed. A 'thing'
should be defined at two levels. An object, when it is independent of the consciousness of mankind and before the measurement is made, could be called as 'thing in itself'. It is something absolute in nature and containing no information. In QM, it is denoted by a quantum state |ψ > separated approximately from its environment. Then after certain measurement is performed, it is turned into 'thing for us', reflecting a series of experimental data. It is then something relative in nature. Sometimes, we call it 'phenomenon'. As Wheeler said:
'No phenomenon is phenomenon until it is an observed phenomenon'. The wavefunction in QM is just playing the role for connecting the two levels of matter via the fictitious measurement. Eventually, we will be convinced by the Chinese saying 'Oneness of heaven and man'.
